• Menzerath-Altmann law with b = −1 and c = 0 is equivalent to 119 independence between G and L g . • The random breakage model and other models within the same son to believe that for meiosis to be completed successfully, 151 each chromosome must be of length sufficient for at least one 152 crossover to be expected among the four aligned strands before 153 they segregate into two pairs." (Sankoff and Ferretti, 1996, p. 8).
154
For simplicity, let us assume that a chromosome is made of 155 three main parts: a centromere and two telomeres (Fig. 1) 
Following Sankoff and Ferretti (1996) 
252 where a is a proportionality constant and d is an additive con- (Table 1) .
280
Secondly, a general class of random models, of which the ran-281 dom breakage model is a particular case, will be presented. It will 282 be shown that the models of this class obey Eq. (7) with d = 0 and 283 a being determined solely by the distribution of G. For the random 284 breakage model above it will be shown that
286
Consider an extended random model that generates the infor-287 mation about an organism in two stages. It is assumed that G, L g ≥ 1.
288
In the first stage, the values of G and L g for a group of N organisms 289 through the following procedure:
290
• G is chosen at random from a certain distribution A.
291
• L g is chosen at random from a certain distribution B and indepen-292 dently from G.
293
• Given G and L g , L c is computed through L c = G/L g .
294
In the second stage, the length of each of the L g chromosomes is 295 generated following a certain procedure C. 
.
353
Proof. Applying Theorem 2 for G with x m = G m and The conclusion of these studies is that the breaks are found in 
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